
{p2} Value Mapping: phase one
Due in the middle of our next surface studio + ALL materials for phase two:                                                                                                                      
MW Crew: Monday {9/21} @ 11am                                                                           
PM Crew: Monday {9/21} @ 7:30pm                                                                                                   
TR Crew: Tuesday {9/22} @ 11am

Challenge:
Using the entire magazine given to you today, create a book of topographic 
mapping patterns using your Cut it Out composition {p1} as the foundation 
for your composition. The cover of the magazine will begin with your Cut it 
Out composition, and will evolve as each consecutive page is altered/cut 
using topographic patterns. Explore a variety of compositional shifts & 
subtractive cutting methods as each page of the magazine evolves from 
beginning to end of the magazine. The only way you can alter each page of 
the magazine is thru subtractive methods {cutting/removing}. Consider how 
an evolving composition can also create an implied narrative or story. 

Objectives:
- Manipulate the original negative space tensions through repetitive and 
rhythmic subtractive cuts to create a more dynamic composition that 
communicates the original concept {line, value, proportion/scale}
- Subtract the surface while emphasizing repetition, rhythm & focal point.
- Save all of the magazine remnants for the next phase of this project.
- Explore the element of chance within the evolving pages of the 
composition. 
- Demonstrate high quality craftsmanship

Grade Evaluation: 
Design + Concept + Craft + Presentation/Professionalism + Problem Solving/Process

Materials {BRING to next studio, all of the items below}                                              
Wax paper                 Blue painters tape       Black & White acrylic paint 
Paint brushes            Cutting mat                 Xacto knife with extra blades
Modge Podge                LUMBER                         Sanding block/sand paper 
one 11” x 17” masonite surface & Corner clamps available at BearKat Art 
Supply {Homegrown Market Place} at 1108 16th street in Huntsville
	

WASH
  {Workshop in Art Studio + History}

surface        

S T U D I O
Elements + Principles of Design: 
Do you remember what they are? 

Vocabulary to Investigate:                                              
achromatic                                 
assemblage                                      
attachment                                   
additive vs subtractive                                                                                
balance                                       
composition                                   
concept/content                                              
collage                                
craftsmanship                                       
contour                                             
corner band clamps                                                    
cradle frame                                              
density                                                  
elevation                                     
economy                                                  
gravity                                                
harmony                                            
implied line/implied shape                                                                 
negative/positive space                                      
pattern                                              
plane                                                  
relief                                              
repetition                                               
rhythm                                                      
scale                                                   
sampling                                            
tension                                                    
topographic                                             
texture                                                
visual communication                         

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                          Valerie + Ron + Jess + Heather Joy 

shsuWASH.com



++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
LOOKING AHEAD for phase two of this project: 
Achromatic {black/white/grey} material possibilities include: Markers/ 
sharpies, pens, wire, yarn, ink, acrylic paint, gesso, thread, ModPodge, 
white out, paper {bristol, tracing, construction, vellum, card stock} bleach 
pen, and found objects. No food, glitter or spray paint may be used on 
WASH projects. Remember, all material/objects carry MEANING.

Timetable for {p2}
Launch phase one: end of week four 

Phase one due + ALL materials for building/starting phase two: start of week five

Work days/building days + launch phase two: week five

Process Critique: end of week six 

FINAL Critique: start of week seven
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